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Schneider Paint-it 030 - Creativity from the spray can.

Upcycling and individualisation is en vogue - Schneider is expanding its Do-It-Yourself range (DIY).

Makers Line with a new acrylic-based spray: Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray is perfect for large-area
applications on almost all surfaces and constantly inspires new ideas. This is how new, chic showcases, glass
bottles, decorations and home accessories for everyday use are created from actual waste products or discarded
pieces of furniture, and old objects are given a new lease of life.

The sprays can also be combined well with the other Makers Line products such as the acrylic or metallic
markers/liners.

The new spray cans are available in a wide variety of finishes: From bold to pastel colours, from matt to glossy
effects, there is something for every creative maker. 33 colour shades are available. In addition, the universal
primer allows for an ideal pre-treatment of the surface. The final touch is given to the work with the available clear
lacquers in gloss or matt.

The Spray Caps have a template included and a low pressure setting for easy spraying and enable precise colour
application with a soft stroke. Due to the high opacity and UV resistance, the artwork will last for a long time. The
handy 200 ml can fits perfectly in every hand and is extremely economical.

Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray: The first choice for creative work and upcycling! Just spray it!
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray is perfect for large-area applications on almost all surfaces and
constantly inspires new ideas.
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray. Upcycling and individualisation is en vogue.
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray can also be combined well with the other Makers Line products such
as the acrylic or metallic markers/liners.
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray. 33 colour shades are available. In addition, the universal primer
allows for an ideal pre-treatment of the surface.
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray. Due to the high opacity and UV resistance, the artwork will last for a
long time.
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Schneider Paint-It 030 Supreme DIY Spray. The handy 200 ml can fits perfectly in every hand and is extremely
economical.
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